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One of the world's largest grassroots movements for the 

environment, bringing people together as a community. To 

spark global conversations on protecting nature not only to 

combat the climate crisis, but to ensure our own health, 

happiness, prosperity and even survival.

Beyond the symbolic action of switching off - it has 

become a catalyst for positive environmental impact, driving 

major legislative changes by harnessing the power of the 

people and collective action.
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The recent years have brought near-constant reminders of 

the severity of the climate crisis we face with extreme 

weather. Storms, floods, drought, debilitating forest fires and 

being one of three hottest years on record. They have made 

climate change a terrifying reality for an increasing amount of 

people worldwide- especially for many vulnerable 

communities.
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If human activity has been pushing our planet to the brink, 2020 was 

the year where more people experienced the impacts of climate 

change and loss of nature.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has warned 

us of much worse to come if global temperatures exceed 1.5 degree 

celsius of warming above pre-industrial temperatures. To ensure that 

we stay within the threshold, the IPCC warns us to reduce our 

carbon emissions by 45% by 2030 and reach net-zero emissions 

by 2050 for all countries. 
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Climate change knows no borders. Singapore is an island state 

and most of this region is situated in coastal zones. We have to 

unite to fight and adapt to the climate crisis. If not for our own 

survival, then for that of our future generations.

Most recently on 1 Feb 2021, the Singapore Parliament has 

declared climate change a global emergency. The amended 

motion passed in Parliament acknowledged that climate change is 

a global emergency and a threat to mankind, and stressed the 

need to embrace sustainability in the development of Singapore. 



The Singapore Kosong Plan, AKA the net-zero emissions plan, 

aims to bring businesses, organisations, individuals together in 

support of a net-zero emissions Singapore by 2050 with key 

climate actions.

The Kosong Plan is a digital platform with clear climate 

actions that will equip communities with the skills & knowledge 

to encourage positive action for the climate and nature.

Brew the Kosong Plan for your business here

https://earthhour.sg/?utm_source=cp&utm_medium=kit-p&utm_campaign=EH21


Here’s a few different ways in which your company can take action for our 

planet this Earth Hour 2021 -

Pledge your commitment to switching off lights on your business

premises for an hour on 27 March 2021, 8.30pm.

1

Help us circulate our Earth Hour Communications Toolkit amongst

your employees and social platforms. Download it here

2

Be informed on upcoming WWF events and webinars on SBTi.

Meanwhile you can read more about the initiative and process here

3

Take part in a meaningful engagement assembling solar lights

together with your employees and learn about the climate crisis

4

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/17hRYxwPi4oZZEADl4MH74anXKFTEAQQY?usp=sharing
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/step-by-step-process#commit


When the sun sets, 789 million people live in darkness or have

very little access to light. To light their way through the night,

they depend on primitive forms of energy such as lighting

harmful fuel-based kerosene lamps. These means of energy

production emit high amounts of carbon emissions and also

have grave impacts toward the health and wellbeing of the

people using them.

This Earth Hour, we would like to invite you to go beyond

switching off lights in Singapore to illuminating the life of a child

in an energy poverty community in Cambodia by building them a

solar light.
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With the assembly of each light, you will not only be enabling these

children to continue studying after dark with their new “Solar Buddy”.

You will also contribute towards improving their health and wellbeing,

educational opportunities and economic stability of communities

experiencing energy poverty whilst reducing environmental

pollution.

Above all, you are empowering these children with a sense of hope

for the future.
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Includes the following items:

• 100 SolarBuddy Kits + Tools#

• Solar Light Challenge Starter Kit

• WWF Solar Light Challenge 

• Talk & Guided Assembly

• Physical / Virtual Event

• Personalised message to beneficiaries 

• Solar Light Challenge Company E-Certificate

• Event Report

• Impact Report
#Number of lights are scalable depending on size and needs of company

*Inclusive of shipping, customs, taxes to beneficiary country.

Additional delivery charges apply if kits are to be delivered and picked

up individually to employees’ homes locally within SG



A meaningful project. Personally, I'm glad to
play a small part in making the lives of the
beneficiaries better.

I enjoyed spending time with my team while
doing CSR and something really meaningful

The educational and insightful sharing prior to
the workshop. I also liked the quiz. :-)

Satisfying knowing that one can do their bit to
help someone in need.

Learning about electricity is precious but we
usually take for granted in daily life.
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Contact our Corporate Partnerships team 

to find out more: 

Jingyi Lin, jylin@wwf.sg


